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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
EMILE CORNELY AND ROBERT CORNELY, OF PARIS, FRANCE. 

OVERED GE SEWING-MACHINE. 

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 543,295 dated July 28, 1895. 
Application filed January 21 1895 

To all, whon, it may concern: 
Be it known that we, EMILE CORNELY and 

ROBERT CORNELY, residents of Paris, France, 
have invented a new and useful Improvement 
in Overedge Sewing-Machines, which is fully 
Set forth in the following specification. 
This invention has reference to machines 

for producing an edging or overseaming 
stitch by means of several threads, and re 

IO 

is 

Sembles in many respects the machine de 
scribed in our pending application, Serial No. 
525,145, filed October 6, 1894. 
The stitch-forming mechanism of our pres. 

ent mechanism is, like that of the said prior 
application, adapted to be controlled by the 
operating-handle of the universal feed mech 
aIS 

The Seam, according to the present inven 
tion, is produced by the co-operation of a re-- 
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ciprocating eye-pointed needle, a helicoidal 
or CorkScrew-shaped needle, and a shuttle. 
The seam is composed of three threads, (or 
two if desired,) one being fed from each of 
the above-mentioned parts. The operation 
of the helicoidal needle is substantially the 
same as in our apparatus above referred to, 
forming at each complete movement a loop 
both on the top and bottom of the fabric. 
The reciprocating eye-pointed needle (in 
stead of carrying the loop from below up 
through the loop on the top of the fabric, as 
was the function of the hook-needle in our 
former application) loops a sepearate thread 
through the loops formed by the helicoidal. 
needle, said thread lapping from one loop to 
the other on the upper side of the fabric, 
holding these loops together against the sur 
face thereof. The shuttle feeds a thread 
through the loops in the second thread car 
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ried to the under side of the fabric by the 
reciprocating eye-pointed needle. , 
The seam resulting from the operations 

above described consists of a series of par 
allel loops, both on the top and bottom of the 
fabric, formed by a single thread held in po 
sition against the fabric by a lock-stitch 
seam produced from the two additional 
threads by the eye-pointed needle and the 
shuttle in a well-known manner. In the accompanying drawings, forming 
parts of this specification, Figures 1 to 4, in 

Serial No, 53,706. (No model.) 

clusive, are enlarged views in elevation partly 
in vertical section, illustrating the move 
ments of the needles in forming a stitch. 
Fig. 5 is a plan view of a part of a seam, 
such as produced when the shuttle mechan 
ism shown in Fig. 11 is employed. Fig. 6 is 
an elevation, partly in section, of the parts 
beneath the bed-plate. Fig. 7 is an eleva 
tion at right angles to Fig. 6. 
8 are details illustrating the operation of a 
reciprocating looper, which may be employed 
in place of the shuttle shown in Fig. 6. Figs. 
9 and 10 are detail views. Fig. 11 is an en 
larged detail view of the shuttle mechanism. 
Figs, 12 and 13 represent a seam produced 
when a reciprocating looper, such as shown in 
Figs. 8, 8", and 8, is employed, and Fig. 14 
shows the stitch-forming devices connected 
with the crank-handle of universal-feed 
mechanism. 

Referring to Figs. I to 4, inclusive, we will 
first describe the movement of the needles in 
forming the seam without reference to the 
particular mechanism for operating the same. 
C represents the helicoidal needle; B, the 

reciprocating eye-pointed needle, and A the 
needle-plate. The needle C, which is carried 
by shaft D, has a thread-groove 16 along its 
outer circumference leading to the eye 3. 
Shaft D reciprocates in line with its axis and 
also turns thereon, so that needle C has a cork 
screw motion, as in the machine described in 
our former application. As illustrated in Fig. 
1, the needle C is at the limit of its upward 
movement, having passed through opening 2 
in needle-plate A. The eye-pointed needle 
carrying thread is, as shown, descending 
and its point is just about to enter opening 
1 in plate A, having passed between the nee 

Figs. 8, 8, and 
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dle C and thread 4. From this position both 
needles descend, the needle C drawing a loop 
4 around the needle B' (see Fig. 2) and the 
latter carrying thread through said loop to 
the under side of the fabric. The needle B', 
having descended to its lowest position, forms 
a loop upon rising, Fig. 3, which is seized by 
the hook 32 of the circular oscillating shuttle 
case a', (see Fig. 11) described hereinafter, 
which operates in the well-known manner and 
which passes its thread O through the open 
needle-loop. During this operation the nee 
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dle C winds its thread below the cloth around 
needle B', and when the latter rises farther 
its thread is drawn upward by the take-up, 
and at the same time the looper-needle Crises 
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ed to be governed by the crank-handle of a 
universal feeding mechanism the frame R, 
with all its connections, must be so mounted 
as to rotate. To this end its upper end pro 

and passes its thread upward, as represented jects into an opening in bed-plate Q, beneath 
in Fig. 4, where the stitch is finally completed, 
as represented in said figure. In this last 
position, the stitch being complete, it is ready 
to be slipped from the tongue 15 of needle 
plate A, which is formed by connecting open 
ings 1 and 2 by a semicircular slot. 
10.) 
stitch from the tongue, laying it on the fab 
ric, against which it is tightly drawn by the 
succeeding movements of the needles. From 
the position shown in Fig. 4 the needles move 
to that shown in Fig. 1, where the formation 
of a new Stitch begins, as above described, 
these operations repeating themselves ad in 
finitum, and the result being a seam similar to 
that illustrated in Fig. 5. 
Any shuttle device may be employed in 

conjunction with the eye-pointed needle B'. 
when the shuttle-driver has an oscillating mo 
tion-such, for instance, as the Singer oscil 
lating shuttle, (represented in Fig. 11,) where 
a represents the shuttle-case, which oscillates 
on its stud c' and which is provided with a 
suitable hook 32 to seize the loop of the eye 
pointed needle B'. 

33 represents the shuttle-driver, which is 
secured to the pinion b and receives its os 
cillating motion by means of the toothed sec 
tor d, as hereinafter described. 
Any suitable mechanism may be used to 

impart proper movements to the several nee 
dles and the shuttle. The mechanism illus 
trated in the drawings for operating the heli 
coidal needle C is similar to that shown in 
Figs. 9 and 10 of Our pending application. 

Referring to the drawings, Q is the bed 
plate of the machine, beneath which is a frame 
R, resting upon bracket P, in which shaft D, 
carrying the needle C, has bearings. Said 
shaft D passes through a hollow worm-shaft 
U, to which it is adjustably secured by a 
thumb nut ul. Shaft U has a longitudinal 
groove h along one side thereof and engages 
an interiorly-threaded fixed nut O, secured in 
frame R by a pin O'. A bevel-pinion Men 
circles shaft U below nut O, being supported 
in place by a plate N, secured to frame R. 
The pinion M is provided with an inwardly 
projecting tooth g or feather, which engages 
in groove h, causing shaft U to rotate with 
the pimion, but leaving it free to move longi 
tudinally. The bevel-pinion is oscillated by 
a toothed sector L, meshing therewith, said 
sector being rocked on its pivot by a link K, 
connected with a reciprocating sleeve H, to 
which motion is imparted from operating 
parts of the machine by pitman G. It will 
thus be seen that the oscillation of pinion M 
produces the necessary rotary and reciproca 

5 tory movements of needle C. 
The machine herein described being adapt. 

which it is encircled by a gear-wheel ly, driven 
from the crank-handle through gears ac U v, 
shaft u, and gears 8, 7, and 6, as shown in Fig. 
14. 
In our present machine, wherein a shuttle 

(See Fig. case a' is employed, additional mechanism is 
The feed of the machine releases the required to operate the same. This mechan 
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ism, which is mounted on and carried by the 
frame R, consists of a toothed, sector d', piv 
oted to the frame by a screw g’ and oscillated 
by a link h", connected with the reciprocat 
ing sleeve H. The teeth of sector d engage 
a pinion b', carrying shuttle a' and bearing 
on a shaft c', screwed into the frame R. The 
shuttle a' and its accessory parts operates in 
a well-known manner to pass the thread O 
through the needle-loop in thread i, which 
requires no explanation. It is evident that 
the threaded needle can also work in con 
junction with a reciprocating looper 2, Figs. 

9 O 

8, 8, and 8, instead of the shuttle a', to pro 
duce the seam illustrated in Figs. 12 and 13. 
The looper 2 is secured to the oscillating pin 
ion b’ and catches the loop of needle B' when 
turning to the left, Fig. 8, spreading said loop 
on its further motion while the needle is ris 
ing, so that on the return motion of the looper 
2, and as the needle B' descends, it will stitch 
into the spread-loop, as represented at Figs. 
8 and 8, thus producing the seam referred 
to, comprising loops 4 and chain-stitches 5. 
The production of the overseaming stitch will 
be the same as represented at Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 
4, only with the difference that a chain-stitch 
will be produced on the lower side of thema 
terialinstead of the shuttle-stitch represented 
in Fig. 5. 

It will of course be understood that our in 
vention is not limited to the precise mech 
anism herein described, as other embodiments 
thereof in a practical apparatus may be com 
pleted without departing from the principle 
thereof. 
What We claim is 
1. In a sewing machine, the combination 

with the reciprocating eye-pointed Straight 
needle and its complemental loop-taker, and 
means for operating the same to form a seam, 
of the helicoidal eye-pointed needle and 
means for giving the latter longitudinal re 
ciprocating movements and axial osciliating 
movements, whereby a series of loops are 
formed on both sides of the fabric and said 
loops secured to the fabric by said seam, as 
set forth. 

2. In a sewing machine, the combination, 
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with the reciprocating eye-pointed Straight 
needle and a complemental lock-stitch loop 
taker, and means for operating the same to 
form a seam, of the helicoidal eye-pointed 
needle and means for giving the latter longi 
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tudinally reciprocating movements and axial rotatable frame carrying the helicoidal nee 
oscillating movements, whereby a series of dle, its complemental loop-taker and their op 
loops are formed on both sides of the fabric erating mechanism, and connections between 
and said loops secured to the fabric by said said frame and the controlling handle of the 

5 Seam, as set forth. - feed-mechanism whereby the frame is oper- 2 o 
3. In a sewing machine, the combination lated by the latter, substantially as described. 

with a universal feed-mechanism of a recip- In testimony whereof we have signed this 
rocating eye-pointed straight needle and its specification in the presence of two subscrib 
complemental loop-taker, H??? ?? operat- || ing witnesses. - 
ing the same to form a seam, a helicoidal eye- ! Mï 
pointed needle, means for giving the latter x. 
longitudinally reciprocating movements and - ? I 
axial oscillating movements whereby a series Witnesses: 
of loops are formed on both sides of the fab- CLYDE SHROPSHIRE, 

I5 ric and secured to the fabric by said seam, a D. T. S. FULLER. 

  

  


